Participant Profile: Markiana
Tell us about your family: My family consists of myself; my husband, Kevin;
my son, Davion (18); my daughter, Anaijah (14); my step-son, Kevin Jr. (15);
and Jasper, our 4 year old Teacup Yorkie.

Parenting Wisely

This program helps families with
teens strengthen communication,
earn mutual respect,
and set boundaries
What town do you live in? Lancaster
within the home.
What is your professional and educational background?
Participants are often
I work as a Patient Service Representative (PSR) in a
referred through
cardiologist office, and I am studying Human Services at
the court system
Lancaster Bible College.
for school truancy
concerns. Parents
What are your outside-of-work interests and hobbies? I enjoy
and teens come
reading and writing in my free time. As of late, my go-to
together for the initial
for alone time is my Bible and journal. I also love spending
class and then work
weekends at home with my family.
through a monitored
Markia
na
and
How has completion of the Parenting Wisely sessions changed
on-line
program
daugh
ter
Anaijah
your family? Parenting Wisely has given me a better underfrom
home
for the
standing of my teens and how they perceive my parenting
completion
of the
style. Also, I was able to see the flaws in my parenting style and to work on
program.
The
parents
and
teens
correcting them. After completion of the program, my teens and I are able
answer
questions
and
view
videos
to discuss expectations, boundaries, and outcomes. Our discussions allow
demonstating
various
situations
each person involved to share their outlook and feelings. Each of us are
along with examples of how a
given the opportunity to be heard and feeling heard often opens a door to
situation might turn out if it is
finding common ground. The kids learn to respect my stance on things and
handled in a negative way, as well
I learn to respect theirs. In finding common ground, we are able to meet
as the result if it is handled in a
each other’s expectations and build our relationships.
positive manner. This program
What benefits has your child/children received? My daughter is the teen
also has a version for parents with
who had to complete the sessions with me. She now has a better underyounger children.
standing of why I place boundaries and have expectations. She doesn’t
challenge my authority as her parent as much. Also, her and I are communicating and talking though our challenges rather than staying stuck in our
misunderstandings.
What benefits have you received? What impact has there been on other
relationships? My reward has been less anxiety and stress. The relationships my teens and I are building are rewarding.

Meant to Be from page 1

You approach discipline differently with a
foster child. When you’re building emotional
attachment while building your authoritative
presence, you have to be more creative and
less confrontational with discipline.

while the biological parents use the
time to improve their situation to work
toward reunification. Mim said they
came to the realization that choosing
to provide foster care is within God’s
vision, while trying to protect themselves from potential pain was not.
Emily’s path to adoption lasted more
than two and a half years. Her
biological great-grandmother had
cared for her for four years and was
included in court-mandated visitation
schedules. The Herrs still maintain
contact, visitation, and include her
in special events in Emily’s life. They
realize that sharing Christ’s love goes
broader than to just the child in the
adoption process.
Finally adoption day arrived. When
they got to the courthouse in Reading,
their lawyer informed them that the
hearing was canceled because the
judge was stuck in Washington D.C.
due to bad weather. This would have
been a crushing blow to Emily who
had been asking about a court date
and adoption for months. The group
agreed canceling the hearing was not

Boundaries need to be established in ways
that are calm, gentle, and grace-filled.
– Ben & Mim Herr

an option. Luckily, while Emily was at
the snack bar, balloons in hand, with
Kristin and Mim’s sister, their lawyer
offered to search for another judge
to take the case that day. While the
family prayed in the corner, one judge
walked by, exchanged greetings with
the lawyer, but kept walking. A second
judge came by greeting the lawyer
with, “How are you?” The lawyer
replied, “I’d be better if I had a judge.”
The door was opened. That judge
agreed to take the hearing. A court
room and stenographer were lined up.

throughout the courthouse buildings
to track her down. They found her, all
the papers were signed, and everyone
got to the courtroom in time.
Though the adoption hearing opportunity was almost as fleeting as the
sunspot, the hope and promise of the
rainbow was fulfilled for a family that
was meant for four children.

Now they just needed her greatgrandmother for the last piece of the
proceeding. She had been spotted
earlier in the day, but they feared
she had left. Caseworkers scattered

The Faces of COBYS
What does working at COBYS mean to you?

What are some of the challenges that led you to the program? My
daughter was having a hard time with authority figures in her life. This led
her into a whirlwind of trouble at home and in school.
Did you have any preconceived ideas about the program? I didn’t know
what to expect from the program. I was open to trying it when it was
offered to us by the Youth Aide Program.
How did you feel after completing Parenting Wisely? I felt normal. For a
while I thought me and my children were going though our struggles alone.
After watching the videos and relating to the characters and scenarios, I
saw that our challenges are shared by many.
What should someone who is considering the class know? I would tell
them to go into the program with an open mind. Try not be afraid of the
hard things you may realize about yourself or your child when watching the
videos. Each video will depict a right way and a wrong way to go about
parenting your child. I would encourage people to reflect wisely and to
allow their child to reflect and share thoughts about your parenting style.
My daughter and I had open discussions about each scenario. I was able
to hear her heart and to see how certain things I said or did hurt her. The
program has helped my daughter and I, as well as helped me in other
relationships where conflicts arise.
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Jennifer Linder Miller,
Sr. Resource Home Coordinator
I’m inspired by coworkers and
supervisors who support each other
through times of sorrow and joy. I’m
inspired by the children who express
courage and love in the midst of
fear. I’m inspired by the families who
provide unwavering commitment,
who are open to participating in the
uncertain, who are always willing to
learn and grow. If you can do these
things, you can do foster care!

April Russell, Family Life Educator
and Kinship Navigator
Working at COBYS means that I get
to work with wonderful people who
are committed to serving families
in the most direct fashion. I have
been blessed and COBYS provides
me with the opportunity to be a
blessing to others.

Drew Scheffey,
Part-Time Senior Adoption
Caseworker and FLE Educator
Working at COBYS provides me an
opportunity to help and to support
children and to work with and to
educate families. Doing this as
part of an organization that values
integrity, faith, teamwork, and
servanthood is an honor.
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